An improved rapid quantitative detection and identification method for a wide range of fungi.
To develop a rapid and quantitative diagnostic technique for the detection and identification of a wide range of fungi, an improved molecular method based on real-time PCR and the analysis of its products that targets the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) 2 region was established. The real-time PCR could quantitatively and specifically detect the ITS2 region from all 24 tested pathogenic fungal species at between 10(1) and 10(7) copies per test without amplification of bacterial or human DNA. The sequences of the primer-binding sites are conserved in the registered sequences of 34 other pathogenic fungal species, suggesting that the PCR would also detect these species. The hyperpolymorphic nature of the ITS2 region between fungal species in terms of length and nucleotide sequence provided valuable information for the determination of species. By labelling the 5' end of the reverse primer with NED fluorescent dye, the fragment lengths of the real-time PCR products and their 3'-terminal fragments, derived using restriction enzyme ScrFI digestion, were easily evaluated by capillary electrophoresis. Using this analysis, the number and species of fungi present in samples could be estimated. Moreover, sequence analysis of the real-time PCR products could accurately determine species in samples containing a single species. This diagnostic technique can estimate a wide range of fungi from various clinical samples within 1 day and accurately identify them in 2 days. Quantitative results for fungal titre in samples can also provide useful information for understanding the progression of disease and the efficacy of antifungal chemotherapy.